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People get promoted to leadership positions when they excel at
what they do, but they are often clueless on how to manage others.
That's why 75% of employees leave their company*.
Teaching leaders how to leverage the human brain and the nervous
system is vital to effective, inclusive and healthy leadership.

BRUNA DE PALO, PCC
Neuroscience-based Executive, Leadership and Career Coach

It's a fact that the best talents tend to leave their companies due to poor leadership and
low engagement. Working with Fortune 500 companies, I found that in order to be
effective, inclusive and mentally agile in their roles, leaders must understand the
principles that create the optimal conditions for the brain to operate in.
When leaders are equipped with brain-based tools, techniques and frameworks to
understand and solve problems where they originate, they naturally create a
psychologically safe environment that enhances productivity, inclusivity and wellbeing.
My "Applied Neuroscience: Advanced Skills for Leaders" Masterclass Series is an
innovative, cutting-edge, research-based skills development program that teaches
leaders how to maximise their and their team members’ brains. They will also improve
their mental agility, develop emotional intelligence and create empowering habits that
will tangibly affect your organization's processes.
This customisable series is ideal for any senior executive and anybody
who is currently or will soon be in a leadership position.
By leveraging the latest neuroscience findings we can foster more
conscious businesses, nurturing Human Leadership over Business
Leadership and making the world a better place.
Let's do it together.

*Source: Gallup research on the "State of the Amercian managers" - link

Practical, InspirActional Masterclasses
Mix and match the neuroscience-based masterclasses
that will benefit your leaders and teams.
For a detailed breakdown of each masterclass, book a call.

Human Leadership
Understand and maximise functions of human brain and nervous system
How to increase your impact and create a psychologically safe environment
How to make brilliant decisions and stay cool under pressure

Change Management
How to maximize your leadership potential to drive change in the organization
Improve how you think, interpret & react in challenging situations
How to motivate your team to achieve better results

Effective Communication
How to provide constructive and empowering feedback
How to handle difficult conversations and solve conflicts
How to think strategically and communicate effectively

Productivity and Balance
How to delegate smarter, better and happier
How to achieve and sustain peak performance
How to increase mental energy, maximise time and reduce stress

Emotional Intelligence
How to take control of your emotions and overcome fear
How to have more insights and rely safely on your intuitions
How to increase your emotional intelligence and inspire your team

BOOK A CALL

Each Neuroscience-based Masterclass...
...is
Interactive, experiential and action-based
Customised on clients' contexts
Enhances brain-functionalities to boost retention

...includes
A workbook that helps leaders practice, reflect, improve

...lasts
90 minutes

...happens
Every 2 or 3 weeks, to practice while keeping the momentum
Online, via Zoom

...leaves leaders
Equipped with an action plan they can implement straight away
Inspired, pleasantly surprised, more confident and eager to
put their new knowledge into practice

The Neuroscience-based Approach effect
Leaders
Refine their leadership style equipped with a cutting-edge, research-based toolkit
Expand their thinking capability and rewire habits to become more effective
Navigate environmental uncertainty with resilience and agility

Team members
Flourish in a psychologically safe and inclusive environment
Get empowered by constructive, effective feedback
Increase their engagement and contribute with their vision, ideas and talents

Organisation
Rely on leaders who can effectively adapt to change and drive innovation
Increase productivity, employees engagement and talents retention
Future-focus the business by fostering a culture of agility and growth in the workplace

Empowering leaders from

Only by understanding what is happening internally,
we can positively effect change and
improve our external environment.

The Benefits

Understanding others' brain
By understanding the brain chemistry and
mechanisms, leaders optimise their team
members' presence and contribution

Foster Inclusivity
By optimising their presence, team
members feel included, recognised and
appreciated for their contribution

Applicable in private life
By learning how their brain works,
leaders will see the benefits of their
new perspectives in their private life too

Deep recognition
By feeling supported and encouraged
to grow at such a deep level, leaders
increase their ability to innovate

Relatable and immediate
By working with real scenarios, leaders
can implement their new perspective
immediately and effectively

We had the great pleasure to have Bruna as a
contributor to our 2022 Kick-off meeting at
Johnson & Johnson MedTech Italia. Not an easy
task to virtually manage such a large audience,
keeping people engaged and attentive for half a
day! I deeply appreciated the communication
always evidence and research-based, combined
with clear and concrete examples coming from
real life. We received much enthusiastic
feedback, but I think that the most relevant and
meaningful is “Bruna is simply great: she arrives
straight to the heart!”

Simona Braghi, MD, PhD
Country Medical Director at Johnson & Johnson MedTech
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About us

neuroscience-based approach, ICF certified
Executive, Leadership and Career Coach Bruna
De Palo empowers leaders to understand why
the brain triggers certain behaviours and how
to optimise its functions.
With more than 20 years' experience working
in the corporate sector, and with an ability to
bring cutting-edge neuroscience concepts to
life through practical frameworks and tools,
she is regarded as a powerhouse in fostering
human leadership versus business leadership.

Trained at

Fundamentals of Neuroscience

Neuroscience for Business

How does your organisation benefit from "applied neuroscience"?
Through the application of neuroscience

brain-based toolkit that expands their

"A neuroplastic approach should be
embedded at an organizational level to
ensure a business can keep up with the
pace of the human, technical, and
cultural changes facing us all.”

thinking, acting and leading capabilities.

Dr Tara Swart

principles such as neuroplasticity (the
ability of the brain to rewire itself),
leaders are equipped with an advanced,

Neuroscientist, MD and Executive Advisor

MASTERCLASSES
Applied Neuroscience:
Advanced Skills for Leaders

Your Next Steps

1

Identify the challenges your company is facing

2

Mix & match the Masterclasses you need

BOOK A CALL
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